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In this paper I present a simple model through which I examine how large 
unwanted outcomes in a process subject to one’s decisions can be avoided. The 
paper has implications for decision makers in the field of economics, financial 
markets and also everyday life. Probably the most interesting conclusion is that, 
in certain problems, in order to avoid large unwanted outcomes one, regularly 
and intentionally, has to make decisions that are not optimal according to 
his/her existing preference. The reason for it is that the decision rule might get 
“overfitted” to one’s (recent) experience and may give wrong signals if there is 
a change, even as temporary as in one single period, in the environment in 
which decisions are made. I find the optimal decision making strategy in an 
example case – the optimal strategy, however, may well be different in different 
real-world situations. 
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Introduction 
 
 
In this paper I examine, through a very simple model, how large outliers in a process may 
emerge and can be avoided by a decision maker. On the one hand, modelling in the 
financial markets became increasingly challenging (although I think the modelling of a 
single interest rate can be quite challenging in itself), especially by the introduction of 
more and more complex instruments, which may question the validity of the present 
models. One does not have to go far into the past: models for such complex instruments 
as mortgage backed securities and CDO-s, for example, are partly blamed for the recent 
turmoil on credit markets related to US mortgages (see, for example, out of many similar 
commentaries, Greenspan (2008)).    
Still, the models are used and, especially, decisions are based on their results. This latter 
point was emphasised in a recent book, Rebonato (2007), which was part of the 
inspiration behind the model presented here (and why the emphasis here is not on 
forecasting but on decision making). For some time I have found it an interesting 
question what the effect of decisions based on incorrect models can have. More 
specifically, what repercussion effect such decisions can have on the system as a whole. 
Is the application of these decision rules (which are, in essence, the decision makers’ 
models of the process in question) going to form the process in such a way that the rules 
become “true” even if they were not at the beginning? For example, is technical analysis 
of share prices self-fulfilling? Or, how can one judge the effectiveness of the decisions 
about the interest rates of central banks?  
Two other related problems are that of building such a decision rule and the role past data 
should play in it. Taleb (2004) strongly reinforces one’s scepticism of some models based 
on past data. This appears in two aspects in this paper: first, it turns out to be an important 
factor in the model presented here how far the decision maker looks back in the history of 
the data. More important is, however, the question how we could avoid unexpected 
outcomes of large magnitude without knowing too much about the “external” dynamics 
of the process (i.e. the dynamics that would prevail if there were no external action to it). 
A difference to Taleb’s discussion is that while there the outliers are given externally 
(and the decision maker can only act passively to avoid large negative outcomes), here 
they are endogenous (but the decision maker doesn’t necessarily know in advance when 
they are going to appear).  
This last point leads us to what the paper is about and what it isn’t. The primary reading 
of this paper is that it’s about a decision maker who can influence (actually, is the only 
actor to have an influence on) a given process and tries to set it to a level determined as a 
target. He/she thus is best viewed as a macro-economic decision maker. To some extent 
the model can also be viewed as describing the dynamics of prices on financial markets – 
although I can’t give a perfect correspondence between the model’s variables and 
relationships and those of real markets. The decision maker might be viewed as the 
market as a whole (the investors), the target as the market “sentiment” or expectation and 
the decision rule as the market’s past experience as to the effects of news on market 
prices. This latter factor would then work as follows: given past news and the subsequent 
changes in prices the market can estimate how future news may affect prices. If, over a 
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long period, no important news is coming the market “forgets” how itself is reacting to 
“big” news, which is a potential source of overreaction. 
It is important to see what the paper does not address: it does not try to give a model that 
would give the best possible description and – however dubious – prediction of a given 
market or variable. In this respect it is thus different from some part of the existing 
literature in which complicated stochastic processes, many variables, utility functions, 
etc. are at work. An example, from a field which is quite concerned about “outliers” or 
large sudden changes, is Sornette (2003), where the author develops a model of financial 
market bubbles – and the reader might have the impression that it is more important that 
the model mimics past asset price patterns than it’s actual predictive power (and, 
sometimes, intuition).  
Indeed, this paper focuses on decision making rather than on prediction: we should find 
such decision rules by which we can either avoid large unwanted outcomes (as in the 
model presented here), or withstand those outcomes (as an option buying trader in Taleb 
(2004)). 
 
The purpose of this paper is to show that even the simplest models can be useful in 
getting insight into more complicated decision making problems. The paper doesn’t try to 
develop a decision making theory, not even a whole class of models. One simple 
structure is presented here, noting that this, itself, can lead to very different dynamics and 
outcomes, depending on how one formulates the building blocks of the structure.  
 
The model 
 
 
First we have the “external” dynamics of the system: 
 
(1) tttt eaxx ++= − )( 1α , 
 
with e distributed normally. Then, we have the DM’s decision rule:  
 
(2) ( ) γβ /1 −−= −ttt xEa , 
 
where β and γ are the intercept and slope, respectively, of the regression of the past 
changes of x on the past actions of the same period (a), 
 
(3) ttt vax ++= γβ . 
 
Et is the DM’s expectation/target of x in period t set in period t-1. Thus, the DM uses his 
past experience about the results of his actions to find his current period action such that 
this action will drive the process to the expected/required level. 
Apart from the above few parameters we have only a few additional factors to set. First, 
the number of periods the regression determining the DM’s action, (3), looks back. I will 
examine two possibilities: “long memory”, looking back till the beginning of the sample 
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period and “short memory”, looking back for 5 periods. Another parameter is found in 
the determination of the expectation: 
 
(4) ( )111 −−− −+= tttt ExEE δ , 
 
thus δ represents the adaptation of the expectation to the actual value of the process. 
Importantly, if δ is set to zero, the model represents a situation where the DM has a fixed 
target for the value of x.  
I also examine an alternative form of the evolution of the expectations: 
 
(4a) ttt EE ε+= −1 , 
 
i.e., E is a random walk (ε is distributed normally). 
 
The model runs as follows. At the end of a given period (let’s say, period t) the DM 
observes the outcome of the process, xt, and how far away it is from its expectation or 
target (Et). It then calculates its decision rule based on equation (3), and using this rule it 
calculates its required action for the next period (at+1) that is supposed to move the 
process to its expected/target level (Et+1, determined by (4) or (4a)). Finally, in period 
t+1, the DM’s action and the “external dynamics” of the system together bring about the 
new value of the process, xt+1 – and the circle starts again.  
 
 
Results 
 
 
In this part I show the results of runs with different set-ups. There will be one common 
part in each scenario, however: the “external” dynamics, in (1), will have α = 1.2, that is, 
without the DM’s action the process explodes. This part is just to give a “feeling” of how 
the model works. The most interesting conclusion is going to be drawn in the next 
section. 
 
With a fixed target (δ = 0) and long memory the process nicely fluctuates around the 
target value, set at 10 in the below example: 
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Figure 1: The actual value of the process with fixed expectation (which equals 10) and long memory 
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Introducing a moving target (δ > 0) will result in the process exploding. This is because 
the DM’s actions are going to be smaller in absolute size then necessary to keep the 
process within constraints. 
Finally, if the expectation is evolving according to a random walk, with long memory we 
can see that it has a remarkable effect on the process: 
 
Figure 2: The actual value of the process with random walk expectation and long memory 
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Interestingly, we can see nice volatility clustering in the change of the actual process – 
and the process is still contained. 
 
With short memory, we get qualitatively quite different results. With fixed target the 
process will, in general, be much closer to the target than with long memory. However, 
there will be “devastating” outliers: 
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Figure 3: The actual value of the process with fixed expectation (which equals 10) and short memory 
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Though these outliers will still be there, the process won’t explode even with flexible 
targets: 
 
Figure 4: The actual value of the process with adaptive expectation and short memory 
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Finally, the same happens with random walk expectations: 
 
Figure 5: The actual value of the process with random walk expectation and short memory 
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To conclude this section we can have the following important observation. Apart from 
the adaptive-expectation case both the long and the short memory decision maker can 
contain the process (it doesn’t explode). However, there is a qualitative difference: with 
long memory the errors made by the DM seem to be more homogenous while in the short 
memory case there can be huge outliers. At the same time, apart from the outliers, short 
memory seems to lead to higher accuracy (a smaller average distance between the target 
and the outcome).  
 
In what follows I will examine the short memory cases. The reason for it is that, on the 
one hand, it produces such outliers that we observe in many real-life areas. On the other 
hand, short memory doesn’t seem to be a very unrealistic assumption. It models, for 
example, “fast changing world” (changing environment in which decisions have to be 
made), changes in the person of the decision maker (the new DM has less experience), 
and so on. 
 
 
How to avoid the large outliers? 
 
 
In this section I’m examining the major question of the paper. In the previous section we 
observed that with short memory we can have large outliers in the difference between the 
expectation and the actual outcome caused by the DM’s inappropriate action. At the same 
time we had the impression that the short memory leads to smaller differences on 
average. Consequently, based on some cost function a particular decision maker might 
want to choose to have short memory – now let’s assume that it is not possible: above a 
certain level of the (absolute) difference between the target and the outcome the DM 
“explodes” (or is replaced by a more competent one…). Furthermore, let’s assume that 
long memory is not an option any more. So what can the DM with short memory do to 
avoid the outliers? 
Let’s try to understand the difficulty of the problem first. Let’s say, we are the decision 
maker. We know the past decisions and realizations of the process and have a very simple 
model of their recent relationship (we know the whole past but use only the past few 
observations). We know nothing else. We don’t know the “external” dynamics; we can’t 
have valid forecasts; we don’t know when and why outliers came in the past. There is a 
chance that if we decide based on our model an outlier comes (and from that point on we 
will have more time fishing). I assume in such a situation the DM would not risk deciding 
upon its model. So what can he do? No more data, no more knowledge of the “external” 
dynamics.  
For now, let’s use fixed expectations! A first good idea is to check why in the past we 
had outliers. It turns out that estimating the expectation-regression with only 5 data-pairs 
(let’s define short memory in this way) the parameters can have such “strange” values 
that lead the DM to an incorrect decision. The following figure shows the values of the 
process in each period (x-axis) against the slope in the preceding period of the regression 
on which the expectation is based. It is obvious that the outliers are caused by a very 
small slope that leads to an overreaction by the DM. 
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Figure 6: Outliers (x-axis) are caused by a very tiny (in absolute value) slope of the decision equation (y-
axis) 
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But for now, let’s assume that the DM doesn’t actually know what was wrong – only has 
some ideas that his model doesn’t always give good advice because of the parameters are 
not always correct (but the DM doesn’t know when).  
What it can do then is to change it’s decision scheme. So far it was assumed that the 
decisions are “homogenous” in the sense that in each period the same rules were applied: 
take the past few observations; calculate the regression slope and intercept; use these 
parameters to calculate how much action is needed to achieve the target. 
Now let’s use a different rule: in every second period, instead of deciding based on the 
regression model, let the DM decide not based on the model. First I examine the case 
when the DM applies the same fixed action in every second period: the values of -4, -3, -
2, -1 and 0 are considered. It turns out that starting with -4 first the outliers are eliminated 
and the errors decrease in absolute value; then approaching, most probably, -1.66 larger 
and larger outliers appear again; finally increasing towards zero (and above) outliers die 
out and the average error increases. The role of -1.66 is quite possibly that it is the 
“steady state” solution of the “external” dynamics if the fixed target is 10.1 The following 
figures demonstrate these findings: 
 
Figure 7: Errors accompanying different model-independent decision levels within the modified decision 
rule 
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1
 From (1): 10 = 1.2(10 – at) it follows that at =5/3. 
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What are the implications? A decision maker with a fixed target and a decision rule 
which is based on its past actions and the corresponding outcomes can either choose 
relative accuracy most of the time and high errors in some periods or small errors in 
every period. The steady, small errors are a result of its way of making decisions: it uses 
not only its model (the regression) but, in given periods, it uses also another, model 
independent decision rule (a constant) such that the actions based on this latter rule and 
the corresponding outcomes help to form the original model correctly.  
An important question now is how the DM can determine the “appropriate” value for the 
constant to be applied. Remember: the DM wants to stay alive – this may not be very 
easy at the beginning when it can hardly have any idea whether it should apply, say, 100 
or -20 to get a reasonable outcome. Since a decision is made in each period (even zero 
action is a decision), there can’t be a guarantee that a fully inexperienced DM will 
survive the first couple of periods – I think no such decision rule can be found. However, 
if the DM has at least some experience, even as few as 2 or 3 periods, it can have some 
ideas as to what levels of action can be applied with the probability of exploding being 
low. Most importantly, the initial actions should not be “too” close to each other 
otherwise the extrapolation based on these to action/outcome pairs may turn out to be 
very misleading. In fact, simulations suggest that given the DM survives the first two 
decisions, as little as this idea can ensure it stays alive. 
 
With flexible targets (or expectations) the method we found in the fixed target case 
doesn’t work any more. With adaptive expectations – using (4) – applying a fixed action 
in every second period will make the process explode. This is because as the absolute 
value of the process increases, the absolute value of the change of the constant action also 
increases. This will cause the decision regression to move up/down steadily (i.e. its 
intercept increases in absolute value). This is demonstrated in the figure below: 
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Figure 8: The way the process explodes with short memory, adaptive expectations and the modified 
decision rule 
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After each model independent action the constant increases in absolute value but the 
regression for the next period can’t adapt to it perfectly – as a result the action will be 
smaller than necessary. This, in turn, will result in a further up/down adaptation of the 
expectation and everything starts again. 
As it turns out, in the flexible target case, it is much more difficult to avoid the outliers in 
the process. The DM even runs the risk that the process explodes – however, this can be 
avoided by a new simple rule: the DM has to act in every second period exactly as it 
acted in the immediately preceding period. This will result in outcomes such as the one in 
the figure below: 
 
Figure 9: A further modification of the already modified decision rule helps to contain the process but 
outliers can not be avoided. 
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As we see, the outliers are still there (however, the process is contained, at least). 
 
Finally, with flexible targets and expectations that evolve according to a random walk the 
constant decision rule that was successful in the fixed target case works. As the constant 
decision approaches -1.66 from below the approximation of the target becomes better in 
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most of the cases but the size of the outliers also increases; increasing beyond -1.66 
outliers gradually vanish and the average approximation error increases.  
 
 
Discussion 
 
 
Above, I modeled a situation when a decision maker has relatively few information about 
the process it wants to affect and still wants to avoid large unexpected outcomes. The 
model was very simple on the one hand but quite specific on the other: it used a non-
stacionary regression as the “external dynamics” of the process. Thus, my conclusions 
drawn above are possibly constrained to be valid only for this specific model. Probably, if 
I had used a higher order polynomial for the external dynamics, for example, I would 
have gotten very different optimal rules.  
 
However, it is worth pointing out two things. First, even this simple model can result in 
very different behaviors, that is, processes with completely different time-series 
properties. This is because although the model’s dynamics is driven by an essentially 
one-parameter equation (the variance of the error term is kept constant) we have some 
other factors to drive the results: the memory of the DM, its decision rule and its target.  
 
Second, and more importantly, the results do give us some general hints as to the 
treatment of the risk of large unwanted outcomes. I think it’s a quite general situation 
when one has to decide based on his/her own experience (although, of course, it’s not 
always the case). Then, the model tells us that when considering a decision we should not 
only think of the most optimal outcome of the current decision but also of how this 
decision/outcome pair can improve our decision rule in general. With other words, it 
might be optimal in some periods to base the decision not on the model of previous 
actions and outcomes but on an external model or rule which is independent of the 
“main” decision rule.2  
In this particular model the problem stems from the (small) error term in the process: 
when the DM’s target and the process are close to each other the parameters in the 
decision regression are mostly influenced by noise. Then, it can easily happen that 
different (small) actions go with very similar outcomes, thus signaling to the DM that the 
system is not sensitive to its decisions at that level. When an error term of a slightly 
higher magnitude arrives the DM will overreact to it and this will drive the process away 
from the target and may cause large outliers. 
More generally, the model suggest that it can sometimes be worthwhile to choose an 
option that is not the best one based on our criteria: we can thus discover new 
action/outcome pairs which improve our future decisions through more experience. 
 
                                                 
2
 One can think of, for example, regulation of credit risk. The more risk sensitive the regulation, the higher 
the need for accurate modelling. When the author was a member of a European-level working group on 
large exposures he took part in debates about how risk-sensitive large exposure rules should be. It is more 
or less known: the large exposure rules are far less risk sensitive – that is, more model-independent – than 
the Basel II rules in general. 
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